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OBJECTIVES
Deep learning has proven itself as a successful set of models for learn-
ing useful semantic representations of data. These, however, are mostly
implicitly learned as part of a classification task. In this work, we aim to
learn useful representations by distance comparisons.
Accordingly, we try to fit a metric embedding S so that:

S(x, x1) > S(x, x2), ∀x, x1, x2 ∈ P for which r(x, x1) > r(x, x2).

where r(x, x′) is a rough similarity measure given by an oracle.
We focus on finding an L2 embedding, by learning a function F (x) for
which S(x, x′) = ‖F (x)− F (x′)‖2.

INTRODUCTION - TRIPLET NETWORK
A Triplet network is comprised of 3 instances of the same feed-forward net-
work (with shared parameters). When fed with 3 samples, the network
outputs 2 intermediate values - the L2 distances between the embedded
representation of two of its inputs from the representation of the third.

TripletNet(x, x−, x+) =

[
‖Net(x)−Net(x−)‖2
‖Net(x)−Net(x+)‖2

]
∈ R2

+ .

In words, this encodes the pair of distances between each of x+ and x−

against the reference x.

‖Net(x)−Net(x−)‖2 ‖Net(x)−Net(x+)‖2
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Figure 1: Triplet network structure

FUTURE RESEARCH
As the Triplet net model allows learning by comparisons of samples in-
stead of direct data labels, usage as an unsupervised learning model is
possible. Future investigations can be performed in several scenarios:

• Using spatial information. Objects and image patches that are spa-
tially near are also expected to be similar from a semantic perspec-
tive. Therefore, we could use geometric distance between patches
of the same image as a rough similarity oracle r(x, x′), in an unsu-
pervised setting.

• Using temporal information. The same is applicable to the time
domain, where two consecutive video frames are expected to de-
scribe the same object, while a frame taken 10 minutes later is less
likely to do so. Our Triplet net may provide a better embedding
and improve on past attempts.

It is also well known that humans tend to be better at accurately provid-
ing comparative labels. Our framework can be used in a crowd sourc-
ing learning environment. Furthermore, it may be easier to collect data
trainable on a Triplet network, as comparisons over similarity measures
are much easier to attain.

CONCLUSIONS
This work provides evidence that the representations that were learned
are useful for classification in a way that is comparable with a network
that was trained explicitly to classify samples.
We have also shown how this model learns using only comparative mea-
sures instead of labels, which we can use in the future to leverage new
data sources for which clear out labels are not known or do not make
sense (e.g hierarchical labels).
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METRIC LEARNING USING DEEP CONVOLUTIONAL EMBEDDING NETWORK

Training was preformed by feeding a Convolutional embedding network with samples where, x and x+ are of the same class, and x− is of different
class. In order to output a comparison operator from the model, a SoftMax function is applied on both outputs - effectively creating a ratio measure,
so that

Loss(d+, d−)→ 0 iff
‖Net(x)−Net(x+)‖
‖Net(x)−Net(x−)‖

→ 0

By using the same shared parameters network, we allow the back-propagation algorithm to update the model with regard to all three samples simul-
taneously.

RESULTS - ACHIEVING USEFUL SEMANTIC FEATURE EMBEDDING
We experimented with 4 datasets CIFAR10, SVHN, MNIST, STL10. We can see a significant clustering by semantic meaning, confirming that the net-
work is useful in embedding images into the Euclidean space according to their content. Similarity between objects can be easily found by measuring
the distance between their embedding and, as shown in the results, can reach high classification accuracy using a simple subsequent linear classifier.
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Cifar10 2d Feature Representation − Very Deep Model
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Figure 2: CIFAR10 - Euclidean representation
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Figure 3: SVHN - Euclidean representation

USING LEARNED REPRESENTATIONS FOR CLASSIFICATION

These results are comparable to state-of-the-art results with a deep learn-
ing model trained explicitly to classify samples, without using any data
augmentation a.
We note that similar results are achieved when the embedded representa-
tions are classified using a linear SVM model or KNN classification with
up to 0.5% deviance from the results.
We were also able to show that the Triplet Network provided better re-
sults than its immediate competitor, the Siamese network, which was
trained using a contrastive loss and the same embedding network.

Dataset TripletNet SiameseNet Best known result
Mnist 99.54±0.08% 97.9±0.1% 99.61%

Cifar10 87.1% - 90.22%
SVHN 95.37% - 98.18%
STL10 70.67% - 67.9%

Figure 4: Classification accuracy (no data augmentation)

aUsing standard transformations to artificially enhance the training set


